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» Benefits of ICS treatment vary among children with differing demographic, clinical characteristics (Lynn Gerald, PhD, MSPH, professor in the Department of Health Promotion Sciences and associate dean of research in the College of Public Health at the University of Arizona)

» Additions to the MR Angiography Sequence Can Improve PE Diagnosis: Pulmonary Reviews (Bobby Kalb, MD, from University of Arizona Medical Center)

» People in the news (JUDY BERG, Ph.D., RNC, WHNP, FAAN, FAANP, a clinical professor at the University of Arizona College of Nursing)

» Nursing: Bucking the Jobs Trend (University of Arizona nursing Professor Terry Badger)

» UA’s Arizona Health Sciences Center helping state become a ‘health destination’

» Childhood exposure to passive smoking have long-term hazards (UA Study)

» 18-Year-Old Briana Delcampo Donates Kidney To Toddler Isaiah Hernandez (Dr. Tun, transplant surgeon at University of Arizona Medical Center)

» Loden’s unique contributions (University of Arizona Sarver Heart Center in Tucson)

» Expanding The Use Of NPWT Beyond DFUs: What The Literature Reveal (David G. Armstrong DPM PhD MD, UA College of Medicine at the University of Arizona)

» Are Mild Wound And Diabetic Foot Infections Like Mild Cancers? (David G. Armstrong DPM PhD MD, UA College of Medicine at the University of Arizona)

» Dr. Val Ian Robichaux Obituary (graduated with his degree in medicine at the University of Arizona Medical School)